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Introduction
Given my past it should be understandable that both Stage Lighting and MIDI are of
some interest to me. I first started working with stage lighting in the late 1970s and I
developed products for Hybrid Arts when the MIDI standard was literally brand new.
What may be surprising is that, despite decades of overlap, I have combined the two as an
engineer only a few times. And, even in those instances, the overlap has been largely
superficial.
MIDI and DMX, a very popular communication standard in stage lighting, do have some
interesting similarities. Both have grown well beyond the modest goals of their creators.
MIDI was first envisioned as a way to connect two keyboards together. DMX was
intended to replace the thick analog cable running from lighting consoles to dimmer
racks.
Both are very simple, unidirectional, serial based protocols. Amazingly simple when you
consider that they run in huge shows without any of the handshaking or error detection
that PDAs and cell phones use to transfer a single address book entry!
But the two standards are designed for dramatically different purposes so it is not
completely unreasonable that I have not had a lot of reasons to fit the two together. But
recently I have encountered several users who are trying to bring these two technologies
together in some interesting and different ways for various purposes.

I thought it might be helpful to briefly document their efforts as well as some information
and experiments of my own. Throughout this paper I will use our BlueLite X1 control
software and hardware but a number of these techniques may be readily adapted to other
lighting control systems. I will also be using LewLight’s Capture lighting design and
simulation (‘visualization’) software along with one of the sample projects included with
it. I did this so that others could try most of the techniques in this paper using only the
demo versions of BlueLite X1 software (www.innovateshowcontrols.com) and Capture
(www.capturesweden.com).

Starting With the Basics
As I mentioned above, at its simplest MIDI sends information about a keystroke on one
keyboard to another. Basically, ‘this note is on and the key was pressed with this
velocity’. By design, DMX is even simpler - ‘this lighting channel is at this intensity
level’.

Notes to Lights
So, to begin experimentation I wrote a simple application. It opens a MIDI in port, looks
for note on/off messages, translates them to DMX channel levels, and then transmits
them using the BlueLite device drivers and hardware. There is a one to one relationship
between MIDI channels and notes and DMX channels. C1:N0 = DMX 1, C1:N1=DMX
2, and so on. The velocity of each note is translated directly into a level for the
corresponding DMX channel.

Application 1
Note: This application will work with either an original X1 interface (2048 channels) or an X1-mini
interface (512 channels). It will not work with an X1-exhibit.

Hooking up a simple keyboard for MIDI input and connecting the DMX output to
Capture, we can see that even this simplest of conversions is interesting. Striking keys on
the keyboard causes PAR cans on the sample ‘Awards Show’ rig to flash at varying
intensities.

This literal translation of notes-to-lights is functionally identical to a simple converter I
did for LaserMedia in the late 1980’s (pre-DMX). It was built for a Rush tour and was
intended to map lights and lasers to drum pads for a portion of the show. And, like
before, a one to one conversion has its limitations. The effect is nice but, CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS notwithstanding, it is not lighting you could easily base an entire show
on.
Viewed in MIDI terms, lighting can almost be considered an audio effect. Something
turned on and adjusted to complement not just a note, but a portion of a song. So…

Controls to Lights
I next made a slight modification to the application. Instead of using MIDI note
messages I added a toggle so that MIDI controller (CC) messages are converted instead.

Application 1A

Both with a MIDI keyboard and with a software sequencer, MIDI controls are easier to
set and leave at a particular level. Again, manipulating the Capture ‘Award Show’ I
found it fairly easy to start to build up some basic lighting looks with the PAR cans and
other dimmer only DMX channels.

However, things started to get a bit frustrating when I tried to use the ‘intelligent’
(moving) fixtures in the rig. For example, a number of Martin MAC250 fixtures are
included. The MAC250 is not as simple as some of the most basic scanning fixtures used
by DJs, but it is a good representation of the sort of basic fixture commonly used by small
clubs, theaters, and churches.
Because the MAC250 does more than just change intensity (movement, color, gobo,
prism, etc.), it uses more than one DMX channel. Depending upon which ‘mode’ is
selected on the fixture it uses 9 to13 DMX channels as shown in the following chart from
Martin.

http://www.martin.com/service/downloadfile.asp?name=MAC250_DMXchart_V1.pdf&c
at=68
Finding the proper MIDI channel and controller to set, say MAC250 #5 to red is not too
difficult. In the sample, the fixture’s first channel is set to ‘Universe 2, Channel 53’
(each DMX data stream is called a ‘Universe’ and carries a maximum of 512 channels).
Color is the 3rd channel on the fixture, so it would be Universe 2, Channel 55.
Each MIDI channel offers 128 controllers (0-127) so each DMX universe (512 channels)
uses four MIDI channels. This places our desired color DMX channel at MIDI channel
5, Controller 54 (since the controllers count from 0).
Using the channel is a little harder. Although it is not shown on the chart above, the
manual shows that “Red 301” is color #7 on the standard color wheel. According to the
chart, we can access color #7 in ‘Stepped Color Scroll’ by setting our color channel to a
DMX value of 176, 177, 178, or 179. For MIDI savvy folks these numbers might be a
little surprising since MIDI controls, like note velocities, can only be adjusted from 0 to
127. But these numbers are DMX values, which can range from 0-255.
My conversion application ‘stretches’ MIDI values (0-127) to cover the full range of
DMX values (0-255). To find the MIDI value for Red 301, we must ‘un-stretch’ the
DMX value from the chart above. As a fraction (I know, as a homework helping parent
myself, I feel your pain), this would be:
??? = 176
127
255

Or, approximately 87.65. Since MIDI controllers cannot be set to fractional values, we
have to round up to 88. All in all, quite a bit of work to set one color. Especially if you
are used to setting a parameter on a fixture with a couple of keystrokes or mouse clicks
on a screen like this:

And it does not help that the seven different makes and models of moving fixtures in the
sample ‘Awards’ rig use different numbers of DMX channels and different channel
mappings. But even if setting the 20 channels of the CF 1200s in the show one at a time
is tedious, it is at least possible. However, in experimentation, I quickly discovered two
more serious problems with direct translation.

A Problem with Resolution
Let’s take a closer look at the DMX channel for color control on the MAC250. Although
it is a single channel, it actually is used to control four different color functions.
0-155

Continuous Color Scroll

These DMX values adjust the color wheel inside the fixture in small steps over the full
range of its travel. This allows you to create ‘half’ colors, where two adjacent spots on
the wheel are both partially in the light path.
156-207

Stepped Color Scroll

DMX values in this range adjust the color wheel in full steps. That is, the fixture jumps
between colors and centers them in the beam path.
208-245

Continuous Rotation

DMX values in this range cause the color wheel to spin continuously, CW or CCW, and
at variable speed.
246-255

Random Color

DMX values in this range cause the fixture to randomly select colors at various rates.
In the sample above, I used “Stepped Color Scroll” to set the fixture to “Red 301”. This
choice was not arbitrary. When I tried to set the fixture to Red 301 using “Continuous
Color Scroll” mode I could not get the color quite centered in the beam path!
As I mentioned above, DMX channel levels range from 0-255 while MIDI control values
range from 0-127. This means that some DMX values have no MIDI equivalent. So,
some features on most intelligent fixtures cannot be accessed.
In the case of ‘Red’ on the MAC250, we had a workaround. But consider the Continuous
Rotation mode on the same channel. Each DMX step represents a different speed. Using
direct conversion, some speeds cannot be used. The same is true for the Strobe and Pulse
functions on the MAC250’s shutter/control channel, Shake and Rotation on the Gobo
channel, and Rotations on the Prism channel.
On more complicated fixtures the loss of functionality can be quite significant. For
example, on most DMX controlled media servers access to half the media content and
visual effects would be lost.

A Problem with Bandwidth
A more subtle problem with direct MIDI to DMX conversion is bandwidth. At first
glance this does not look like it should be a problem. As I mentioned previously, a DMX
data stream carries a maximum of 512 channels and is designed to update about 44 times
per second. By contrast, a single MIDI stream can carry 2048 controllers (16 channels
with 128 controllers each) and MIDI clock is sent 48 times per second for a 120 bpm
song.
But the number of channels and target update rate are only part of the story. DMX uses a
baud rate (bit rate) of 250,000, and each channel is transmitted using one data byte (11
bits). MIDI uses a baud rate of 31,250 and uses three data bytes (30 bits) to send each
controller value. So MIDI sends about 3 times the data and about 1/8th the speed!
DMX is designed around lighting, where a lot of data channels frequently change levels
simultaneously. MIDI is designed around musical keyboards where only a relatively

small number of channels change at any given point in time. Think about it this way, it
would be perfectly reasonable to slowing dim ¼ of all your lighting up from black in
lighting, but how often would you press ¼ of the keys on the keyboard at the same time
making music?
So what is MIDI’s limit for lighting control channels? The answer depends on what we
decide is a suitable update rate. In other words, if we dim a channel from off to full on in
1 second, how many level changes, or ‘steps’, are actually sent to the dimmer over the 1
second period (to fool our eyes that the change is smooth and continuous)?
As I mentioned above DMX is designed to allow 512 channels to all be changed 44 times
per second, but many DMX controllers do not actually update channel levels at this rate.
Although, from our testing, we think it is too slow for some applications, a number of
lighting consoles use an update rate of 24 times per second. Using that figure as a low
end, we can calculate the following:
There are 10 bits used for each MIDI data byte
31,250 / 10 = 3,125 bytes per second
We want to update 24 times per second for smooth movement and intensity changes
3,125 / 24 = 130.2 bytes per update period
We need three data bytes to send each controller used for a DMX channel
130.2 / 3 = 43.4 Controller changes per update
So a single MIDI data stream can satisfactorily change a maximum of 43 DMX channels
at one time. Since our sample ‘Awards’ rig in Capture uses 144 channels of basic
dimming and another 489 channels for moving fixtures, we should be able to hit this
limitation in testing. Sure enough, we can. I actually first noticed the problem
attempting to dim this simple look to black:

The lights ‘rippled’ oddly while dimming. After first suspecting a problem with either
the Capture simulation or my conversion application, I eventually demonstrated the
problem on a real fixture and traced it back to the limited MIDI bandwidth.

Summary
From the proceeding it may seem like I am painting a MIDI/DMX connection as very
problematic and of limited use. But I do not think so. I do think that a direct and literal
MIDI to DMX channel conversion, like above, does have some issues.
•
•
•

It is hard to program complex fixtures
Some features are inaccessible
There are serious limits on channel capacity

But even the limited experiments above show some interesting possibilities. I do not
think that the problem is connecting MIDI to lighting, but connecting MIDI to lighting at
too low a level.
Consider again the analogy of lighting as an audio ‘effect’ used to enhance a portion of a
song. Is a lighting effect the level of a single channel or the combined result of all the
channels used for a scene?
I think that MIDI can be fairly powerful when it used, not to directly access individual
DMX channels, but to control and automate a lighting specific controller. To
demonstrate some of the ways that this might be approached, let’s proceed on to the user
case studies I mentioned in the introduction.

Notes to Lights Revisited
This first case study of MIDI and lighting is really just an incremental improvement on
the first experiment above and my Rush tour gimmick from years ago. It was inspired by
two BlueLite X1 users, Walt and Craig.
Walt wanted to trigger laser beams and some lighting effects in response to strikes on
electric drum pads. However, unlike our simple Note to DMX conversion above, Walt
needed channels to do more than just proportionally turn on. Flashing on and off was OK
for the laser beams, but he needed intelligent fixtures to move and change color in
response to some strikes as well.
Craig’s needs were slightly different. He was creating what I would describe as an
‘optical harp’. A stage performer would interrupt a UV light source and trigger a MIDI
note-on event from various optical sensors on the floor. Existing moving lights in the
lighting rig would also light each pad on the smoky stage for visual effect. Craig wanted
the down lights to change color in response to the MIDI events and some background
lighting to respond as well.
Both Craig and Walt had some similar constraints. They each only wanted the effect
active for a portion of the show. They also both needed to use fixtures and DMX
channels for their effects that were required for other portions of the show under more
conventional control. And they both wanted a lighting operator to be able to manually
enhance the effect. Both addressed their needs with the same simple application:

Application 2

Unlike the first application in this paper, this small applet was written on top of
something we call the BlueLite X1 “Automation API”. In this case, the flow from MIDI
to stage is as follows:

DMX

Applet
Automation
API

MIDI In

The reasons that we support MIDI on the BlueLite X1 system via the Automation API
are twofold. First, as we have already seen, how MIDI should be interpreted and
converted to lighting varies considerably from one situation to another.
The Automation API is a high level public interface and is easily accessed via various
RAD (Rapid Application Development) packages. For example, the small applet above
was developed in Microsoft’s Visual Basic in less than one hour.
Second, in our experience the quality of MIDI equipment, applications, and device
drivers varies dramatically between different products and manufacturers. We did not
want a bad MIDI component to inadvertently crash the core BlueLite software during a
show. The Automation API makes this much more difficult.
This particular applet is very simple. Much like my first application above, it looks for
MIDI note events and converts them. But, instead of directly accessing DMX channels,
it uses note information to drive the 24 ‘Submasters’ on the X1. You can also configure
the application to either drive the Submaster to a level proportional to the MIDI note-on
velocity or always trigger the Submaster to 100%.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to explain BlueLite X1 Submasters. For a full
explanation, please refer to the BlueLite X1 manual. However, in brief, a collection of
DMX level settings is called a ‘cue’ on the BlueLite system. Once created, a cue can
then be displayed onstage a number of ways. One of them is to assign it to a Submaster.
The cue will then be displayed, with the levels proportionally adjusted to the current
Submaster level (0-100%).
It should also be noted that the BlueLite system is ‘additive’. Again, it is beyond the
scope of this paper to explain the full meaning and ramifications of this. However, it
does allow a cue to be anything from a complete stage look involving every single fixture
to just a subset of settings on a single fixture (ex. color for fixtures that are positioned,
etc. by other cues).
Using the additive nature of BlueLite I put together a few interesting uses for this applet
with the Capture sample Awards show. In each case I created cues normally using the
BlueLite X1 software and assigned them to Submasters. I then activated the Submasters
using a keyboard or software MIDI sequencer.

Sample 1

This cue combination is fairly simple. Different combinations of squares in back turn from green to blue in
response to different notes

In addition, the gobos rotating on the floor vary in speed and direction in response to notes

Sample 2

In this sample, the moving lights are all moving constantly, the overheads in a figure 8 pattern, the floor
lights from side to side

But the amplitude of the movement increases as notes are played with more velocity

Sample 3

This is a variation on Craig’s theme – as notes are played a corresponding light changes color, but the color
gets brighter in relationship to the velocity with which the keyboard key is hit.

In all these samples, the MIDI is only affecting a portion of the visible lighting and the
rest remains under normal operator control. While putting together these samples and
playing with them I also found another interesting method of operator interaction.
On the BlueLite X1 system all the cue assignments to Submasters can be saved in a
‘Preset’ for one keystroke recall. This let me make complementary cue mappings for use
with MIDI and then toggle back and forth at appropriate times (ex. the chorus) while a
MIDI sequencer played (my own piano skills are limited to ‘Chopsticks’).

Sample 1A

I used Preset recalls to toggle between the original ‘cool’ color look and this warmer look
for the chorus. A MIDI effect was still active, but instead of turning panels blue and
adjusting the floor gobos, it turned panels from black to the warmer colors shown.

Sample 3A

Again, I used Preset recalls to toggle between the MIDI colored overheads focused on
center stage to MIDI triggered colored beams from the upstage scanners. In this preset,
the fixtures were already moving and colored, MIDI just opened the shutters.

Summary
This updated version of MIDI note to lighting conversion is interesting but, at the end of
the day, it is still (I think) primarily a novelty effect. It does not really put MIDI in
control of an entire show. But, as we discovered in the first experiment, converting notes
is not the only way that MIDI can be used with lighting.

Same ‘Operator’ Different Location
Marty cues up lighting, lasers, and effects for more shows than any other person I have
ever met. He has been doing theme parks, corporate events, video shoots, rock concerts,
rodeos… you name it, at the same frantic pace for the 18 years that I have known him.
But he is also a musician. I know what they say about a plumber’s own pipes, but Marty
takes lighting and effects for his occasional musical performances very seriously. He
creates his BlueLite X1 cues normally and then preprograms lighting for songs using
audio recordings and something called the Event List in the BlueLite X1.

Again, a full discussion of the BlueLite’s Event List feature is beyond the scope of this
paper, but, like Submasters, it is a way that Cues can be displayed onstage with the
BlueLite X1 system. Put simply, it is four concurrent timelines that play cues in the
specified order, at the appropriate time, and with the specified fade time.
The reason that there are multiple timelines is that in lighting, like music, there are often
elements that run at their own pace. For example, laser pops and strobe flashes might
occur quickly on top of slow, sweeping, lighting movements. Multiple event lists let
Marty ‘layer on’ the different elements of his show without worrying about overlaps and
conflicts.

The problem with programming to tape is that Marty’s group likes to play with some
improvisation. A solo may run a little long, the set list order changes depending on how
they feel, and so on.
To help re-sync his pre-programming to recordings back to the next live performance,
Marty uses something called ‘Stop Flags’ in the Event list. He basically marks a spot for
the system to freeze playback until triggered. This lets changes occur on the proper
downbeat, etc., even if the previous musical section ran a little short or long.
One important note, just because playback of the Event Lists are frozen does not mean
that the lighting must be static. Gobo spins, color wheel spins, and etc. set on intelligent
fixtures will continue, as will any X1 movement generation (Effects) placed in active
cues.
So, how does MIDI fit in? Simple, once Marty gets to the venue he sets up the lights,
tweaks the BlueLite X1 cues so that the moving light positions match the fixtures’ actual
locations (which inevitably differ a little from the positioning he used when he
preprogrammed), then he walks up on stage and does not touch the BlueLite software
again until after the show.
Instead, he uses this application:

Application 3

Like the application in the previous section, this applet utilizes the Automation API,
though in a somewhat different fashion. Instead of mapping MIDI note events to
BlueLite Submasters, it maps MIDI Program Change events to control BlueLite Event
List operations.
A MIDI program change can be set to ‘Play’, ‘Stop’, ‘Play at’, and ‘Play Section’. Marty
creates only one ‘Play’, and multiple ‘Play At’ triggers. The ‘Play At’ triggers position
the BlueLight’s Event List at the proper position to begin the next song in the set. The
‘Play’ trigger, which Marty fires from a footswitch, advances the lighting from each Stop
Flag programmed. Basically something like this:
Decide to play ‘Song X’, send program change to cue up lights for Song X
Song starts, press footswitch
Chorus starts, press footswitch
Guitar solo, press footswitch
.
.
.
Repeat

Summary
Although Marty uses this scheme to create some very professional looking shows, the
MIDI usage is actually very simple. It is really nothing more than a fancy ‘go’ switch.
The next case study is also simple, but it does put more interactive control of lighting out
to the MIDI system.

But it is just a Piano!
Patrick, like Marty, has a ‘day job’ and now only pursues music occasionally. Because of
his experience, he likes to have better than average lighting, but approaches it quite a bit
differently than Marty.
One benefit of an ‘additive’ system like the BlueLite X1 is that, unlike most lighting
controllers intended for use with intelligent (moving) fixtures, Cues on the BlueLite
system can be used (and reused) in virtually any order and with any fade time. In other
words, cues do not have to be pre-programmed in order and each cue can be reused and
faded at different speeds during the show.
Patrick puts this to good use. He starts by simply creating a bunch of cues that he likes
visually. Unlike the prior case studies, Patrick’s cues are complete stage looks. Once he
has built a ‘library’ of cues that he likes Patrick, like Marty, leaves his BlueLite software
alone. Instead he uses yet another Automation API applet:

Application 4

This application maps MIDI to the BlueLite software in yet another way. It directly
automates the faders used by the fourth BlueLite Event List to display and transition
between cues. Although Patrick does not use them, the other 3 Event Lists, and the 24
Submasters are all still available for regular use.
The application looks for two MIDI controller (CC) values. The first value specifies fade
time in .1 second increments. With MIDI, this gives a range of 0.0 to 12.7 seconds. The
second value controls the BlueLite X1’s ‘Grand Master’. This gives a simple way to fade
all lights to black via MIDI. In addition to the controller values, the application looks for
program changes on the same MIDI channel and translates them into BlueLite Cue
numbers (1-128). This mechanism could be easily extended to make more of the
BlueLite’s 1,000,000 possible cues MIDI accessible, but 128 cues is adequate for
Patrick’s purposes, particularly since cues can be used repeatedly.

Once the applet is active, Patrick cues up his lighting directly in his MIDI sequencer
using just two controller values. Basically, ‘go to this look, this fast, starting here’. The
BlueLight software than handles all the details for making the transitions between the two
looks smooth and visually pleasing.
Example:
Set CC for fade time to 30 (3.0 seconds)
Send program change 3
The BlueLite software will smoothly transition between the last recalled cue and cue 3
over 3 seconds:

Fades in 3 seconds to ->

Summary
Like Marty, Patrick generates some very nice looking shows using this technique. But
because he basically works in a single lighting timeline there are some limitations. For
example it would be harder for him to put strobe flashes on top of graceful moves
(though BlueLite X1 movement generation and the features of some of his fixtures do
help). But it does put very nice lighting directly under MIDI control and lets him create
both his compositions and the accompanying lighting largely inside of one application.
Still it is possible to make even more control MIDI accessible. We will explore one more
option in our last case study.

Time Warp
Like the other case studies, this section was inspired by a real user. Unlike the other case
studies, this user is not (at least not yet!) a BlueLite user. I read about his work in
combining MIDI and lighting in an online forum and was intrigued.
‘Hambone’ is a DJ who controls sound, lighting, and video from Ableton’s Live
(www.ableton.com):

Live is an interesting Audio and MIDI sequencer that is modeled after ‘clips’ assembled
into ‘sets’. Hambone uses an external device that performs essentially the same function
as my first experiment. It translates MIDI CC values into DMX channel values.
Hambone creates a library of ‘clips’ of MIDI to control his lights then drops them in.
What I found very interesting is that Hambone creates all his lighting clips at 120 bpm,
but plays them back at varying speeds.

This concept, decoupling a lighting look from time, is one that interests us as well. As I
have already mentioned, one of the motivations for developing an ‘additive’ system was
that it allows Cues to be decoupled from a fixed sequence and fixed times.
Although not specifically developed for DJs, we expose a very similar concept to
Hambone’s in the BlueLite X1 ‘Live Panel’ screen as well. The Live Panel, like
Submasters and Event Lists, is another option that users have for displaying cues onstage
with the BlueLite X1 software.

The Live Panel lets you store a ‘library’ of sequences (24 pages of 48 sequences each).
Sequences can include timing information, or be saved without it. Sequences can also be
ordered in ‘rows’ which can be recalled using a random mechanism.
This lets you play collections of looks and sequences at different tempos with just a
couple of keystrokes. Again, not specifically designed for DJ’s, but very similar to the
type of operations many DJs do with lighting.
So, it is no wonder that I found Hambone’s work interesting. However, he is doing his
work with a literal one to one MIDI to DMX converter. Like our initial experiments, one
MIDI event equates to one DMX channel.
This leaves him with all the problems I encountered:

•
•
•

Complex fixtures are hard to edit
Some features cannot be reached
Bandwidth limits the number of concurrent channel changes

These problems are presumably surmountable for a small DJ rig, after all Hambone is
living proof! But it struck me that it gets more problematic with more fixtures or more
sophisticated shows. For example, if your library ‘cues’ actually target your moving
fixtures at things, like patterns on the wall, a mic stand, a specific spot on the dance floor,
etc. the difficulty in editing is something that would come up again and again.
Even without targeting, different venues could be challenging. For example, lets say that
fixtures are hung from a ceiling, 5-10’ higher than a DJ is used to. Pre-programmed
movements might now be too big, instead of staying primarily confined to the dance
floor. This not only requires editing at the MIDI level, the moves themselves get courser,
since pan and tilt (which are actually 16 bit (65535 steps) on many fixtures) is now being
controlled with a subset of a 7 bit (128 steps) MIDI controller range.
My thought was to try Hambone’s idea, but couple MIDI to lighting at a higher level.
Instead of:
MIDI Controller à Single DMX Channel
I thought that:
MIDI Controller à BlueLite X1 Cue (Settings for Multiple DMX channels)
Might be more powerful. At its simplest, this gets around the limitations of direct
conversion. You edit fixture settings graphically, you can get to all fixture features, you
have no channel limitations, and so on.
Added benefits would be smoother moves and the ability to ‘touch up’ (onsite focus)
library items without having to touch or modify any pre-saved MIDI sequences that use
them.
For my experiment I reused an existing BlueLite X1 Automation API applet (what a
surprise!)

Application 5

This application was originally intended to allow BlueLite X1 users to use simple MIDI
controllers as a tactile surface, instead of a DMX console, for live performances. It maps
MIDI controllers (CC) to the 24 BlueLite X1 Submasters. It also maps a controller to the
X1’s Grand Master, and it translates patch change events to Preset Recalls on the X1.
So, you end up with a master control for intensity, a way to assign cues in groups of 24 to
the X1’s Submasters, and the ability adjust the Submaster levels themselves. Since this is
how many large live concerts get controlled on the BlueLite software with a DMX
console, it seemed to me that it should be sufficient to put on a pretty good show from
MIDI.
I started by building up some basic cues, positions, color, gobos, etc. with the BlueLite
software.
Next, I assigned the cues to the X1 Submasters. I tried to group cues that I thought I
might use together into ‘sets’. I then saved each ‘set’ as a BlueLite X1 ‘Preset’.
Then I transitioned to Live and set out to program a show via MIDI.

For my test I tried programming my show at 120 bpm with the Demo version of Live. To
test the concept of time-independent-MIDI programming, I tried to create a variety of
look types in my sequence:

Static looks with on-beat color changes

In tempo movement

Crazy… (Proving that the bandwidth problem is solved)

On tempo rear panel changes (to more precisely check timing)
And so on. Once I had completed a nice sequence, I tried playing the MIDI back at
various tempos. Synchronization appeared to be perfect. The only problem I
encountered was when the playback tempo required a move faster than a fixture could
physically do (i.e. the software and DMX kept up with the pace, but at very high speeds,
some of the moving fixtures could not).

Summary
I actually have some mixed feelings about this approach. Because I am new to Ableton’s
program, I struggled with many things that, presumably, more experienced users would
not.
But it undeniably worked and, I think, was much easier than programming from MIDI
one DMX channel at a time. But, coming from a lighting background, a number of
things still seemed somewhat cumbersome. For example, the in-tempo movement
generation seemed awkward, especially when I tried to curve and reverse movements
using just controller values from Live.
But I would like to experiment with this further before passing judgment. One possible
enhancement that I would to try is implementing support for MIDI clock from Live (or
any other MIDI sequencer). Then, I could use the movement generation and shape
morphing on the X1, but have the movement speed proportion automatically based on the
current MIDI tempo.

Last Thoughts
This paper has really only scratched the surface of MIDI/Lighting possibilities. Because
the BlueLite X1 has built in SMPTE with chase and lock capabilities I did not even
bother mentioning some of the most obvious ways of combining the two technologies,
like MTC.
Another possibility might be to combine some of the MIDI samples above. The BlueLite
X1 Automation API, upon which most the samples are based, supports multiple,
concurrent, client apps.
I sincerely hope that you will consider taking the time to download the sample
applications and the BlueLite X1 software from our website
(www.innovateshowcontrols.com) and do some experimenting of your own. Even if you
do not use our software, but are using MIDI with lighting in an interesting way, I would
enjoy hearing from you!

